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This combination picture of two images from Western Hellshire and Western Australia shows Professor Byron Wilson
giving the thumbs up to Sarah Crews’s research work. COMPUTER-GENERATED PHOTO BY TAZ

New species named after UWI professor
Selenops wilsoni found in the Hellshire Hills

CASSANDRA BRENTONUWIMONA Now Editor

Sept 1, 2013

AN AMERICAN BIOLOGIST/taxonomist has named a previously unknown species after Professor Byron Wilson in
recognition of his outstanding work in biodiversity conservation in Jamaica.

Sarah Crews named a new species of spider, Selenops wilsoni, for the UWI, Mona professor more than a decade after
it had fallen into one of his traps in the Hellshire Hills in St Catherine. 

Wilson, a conservation ecologist and lecturer in the Department of Life Sciences, Faculty of Science & Technology
(formerly Pure & Applied Sciences), is well known for his work with the endangered Jamaican iguana and other rare
endemic reptile species. 
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“In 1997 I built traps in Hellshire to count lizards, snakes and other things, but I soon started counting all kinds of little
animals, including spiders,” recalled Wilson. He subsequently collected voucher specimens and sent them to a
museum in California, USA for identification. Several years later Crews, then a PhD candidate at UC Berkeley who
was revising the spider genus Selenops in North America, Central America and the Caribbean, examined the
specimens. She also visited Jamaica as part of her research project. “We took her out to what would be called the type
locality (where the specimens that are the basis for a species description are collected),” said Wilson. “Crews’s work
resulted in her realising that the spiders I had collected in 1997 were a species new to science,” Wilson added. 

Selenops wilsoni, which is endemic to Jamaica and known only from the Hellshire Hills, is a member of a group of
spiders collectively called wall crab spiders because of their appearance. “This spider, like all selenopids, is flat,”
Crews explained. “I have not seen it alive, but all selenopids are known to be very fast, nocturnal, sit-and-wait
predators. They have striped legs that are turned laterally (giving them one of their common names – wall crab spider),
though they do not run sideways. They usually have patterns on their abdomens, but like most hyperdiverse groups,
they are best differentiated by their genitalia,” Crews added. Unfortunately, she did not have a suitable photograph of
the spider to share with UWIMONA Now. 

Crews named the spider after Wilson for three main reasons. “First, he was the collector of the male and female (the
only two adult specimens known) that I described. Second, he allowed me to join him on a visit to Hellshire to do some
collecting and see the iguanas, which was a real treat. My project wouldn’t have been as complete without visiting this
site, plus it’s a lovely place. Third, in going with him to Hellshire, talking to him and talking to others about his work, it is
clear that he has made a great effort for biodiversity conservation in Jamaica, and naming a spider after him is one
way to recognise that effort,” she added. 

Wilson was pleasantly surprised by Crews’s gesture. Her paper was published in 2011, but Wilson only found out this
year that Crews had named one of the new species in his honour, while he was conducting Internet research on
Hellshire. “When I found out, I just thought that was really very nice of her,” Wilson remarked. “It is really mind-
boggling that people can even do this kind of work. It is very detailed, and she also conducted sophisticated molecular
(DNA) analyses, which made her work extremely solid,” Wilson added. 



Sarah Crews holding her favourite North American snake.

Second species named for Jamaica’s first family of surf

During her visit to the island, Crews discovered another endemic species of spider, which she named Selenops
wilmotorum in honour of the Wilmot family from Eight Miles, Bull Bay. Selenops wilmotorum is only known to be found
near the Bull Bay area.

This discovery brought to four, the number of Jamaican endemic species in this group; the other two species are
Selenops petrunkevitchi and Selenops candidus, which appear to be widespread throughout the island, Crews said.

Meanwhile, Crews said she named the second species for the Wilmots, Jamaica’s first surfing family, to thank them for
their hospitality. 
“I stayed at the Wilmot place (Jamnesia Surf Club) when I visited Jamaica. Ini (Inilek Wilmot) drove me around the
country and helped me look for spiders.” Incidentally, Inilek studied Marine Science at UWI, Mona, and is a former
undergraduate student of Wilson. 



LIFE IN THE WILD: A Jamaican iguana rescued from the brink of extinction

“I met everyone in the immediate family and they were all so nice and helpful. They made my stay very enjoyable,”
Crews continued. “I also saw what they did for the community and the young people of Jamaica, and that sort of
contribution and effort is worth honouring or immortalising somehow, and this is the way that I could do that,” Crews
added. 



Professor Byron Wilson and son Adam releasing headstarted iguana #200, April 2013.

Crews’s work in Jamaica was part of a larger project on the selenopid spiders of the Caribbean, Central America and
North America. The goals were to:
• determine the evolutionary relationships of these spiders to each other, 
• describe any new species and revise previously described species, 
• examine life history and natural history information, and 
• examine some of the major questions in Caribbean biogeography using these spiders as models.
Crews noted that the discovery of four species of one genus on a relatively small island is a “pretty significant” find.
“That there are many endemics in Hellshire demonstrates the uniqueness of this area,” she added. 



The Blue-tailed Galliwasp (Celestus duquesneyi Grant) which was rediscovered in Hellshire Hills in 1997.

It’s not unusual for Wilson’s name to be linked to rescuing endemic and endangered species. Listed among his studies
are the ecology of other threatened Jamaican lizards, work on the American crocodile that included the use of satellite
transmitters, and the genetic and conservation status of the island’s fresh water turtle species. He was also involved in
a survey of the dry forest herpetofauna of the Hellshire Hills, which resulted in the re-discovery of the Blue-tailed
Galliwasp (Celestus duquesneyi Grant).



Sarah Crews collecting selenopids in Western Australia.

In addition, the Jamaican iguana project, Wilson’s main mission, is known as one of the world’s great conservation
stories. “We have really brought the species back from the brink of extinction,” Wilson said. A major part of that effort
was establishing a control programme for the Indian Mongoose, a non-native predator that has decimated Jamaica’s
endemic fauna. “However, the bad news is that the forest is being burnt down every day for charcoal,” he added. 


